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Imagine: You are asked to draw a port-city from memory. What would you put on paper? Do
you think of harbours? Water, docks, cargo, moving loads, and ships? If your drawing shows
these elements, don’t be surprised. Sixty-five graduate students also took on the challenge
in 2020 [1]. Another group of fifty-five graduate students did so in 2021. In answering:
“draw the port-city of Rotterdam by mind”, the drawings of the participants displayed
exactly the above features. Of course, this makes sense. A port just happens to be a place on
the water in which ships shelter and dock to (un)load cargo and/or passengers. A harbour is
a sheltered place too, and in its nautical meaning it is a near-synonym for sheltered water,
in which ships may dock, especially again for (un)loading. So, all the above linguistic
lemmas are there and all these are connected to imaginable objects. Apparently in a ‘port-
city’, the adjective ‘port’ modifies the meaning of ‘city’ in such an extent that this echoes in
the mind. Objects associated with the port form what we call a mental map. In general,
putting such a map on paper displays a person’s subconscious representation of an area,
and although each map is subjective, a representative sample helps to identify areas and
people’s affiliation to these areas. Yet, mental maps with a strong emphasis on ports –
rather than of port cities as a whole – seem very limited (see:
https://youtu.be/nh1yD8noz9c/).

https://youtu.be/nh1yD8noz9c
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Mental Maps of the ‘Port-City of Rotterdam’. (© Maurice Harteveld, 2020).

Harbour areas are huge, but hardly known

In general, people use to approach ports as a vague relatively large section of the city: In
the urban design perspective of Kevin Lynch [2], we may call port areas a ‘district’ in our
mental maps, with the river as water edge and predetermined path for ships. It is alike all
those areas we know, but not know exactly. In the Rotterdam sample, students occasionally
give some sort of detail: if so, they draw different areas with containers and oil drums.
These are large enough to identify as specific nodes and they are used as an image of the
port for decades. Also, the old-school landmark cranes are sometimes drawn clearly. They
are big enough to experience when you are in the port area today, and, again, they are
pictured to represent the port city for at least over a century. In contrast, the lesser-known
and more-recently developed areas including huge wind turbines are seldom drawn.
Likewise, the overhead cranes in the iconic non-human automated port terminals of
Rotterdam are nearly absent in the maps. They are only a few years old, mostly out of view
and not yet so often used as an illustration of the port area. The unobserved is never taken
into account, whereas objects generally associated with ports are. It is a duality which is
recognised since the birth of an experimentalist search for psychophysical correlations [3].
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The Port of Rotterdam, on Instagram. (© Instagram, 2021; CC BY-SA).

Public spaces in the dedicated port are poor

The limited amount of information in these mental maps can be explained quite simply.
Mental maps are always based upon our experiences and upon information we have
gathered over time. When we know less, we draw less. In the Rotterdam case, we only draw
physically large features that we may have seen from a distance, and/or objects we presume
are there. This is connected to the lack of public accessibility of the port area itself. Public
space is often fenced and walled there and the street network is large gridded. Since the
general public cannot access most of its maritime and industrial landscapes, few people can
map the exact layout of the port area from their memory. In addition, the lack of detail in
the maps also relates to the speed visitors have. Public spaces in the port area are car-
dominant. An old urban design lesson teaches that we see less if we move fast [4]. Applying
such lessons in a harbour may result in huge signs to be recognised and remembered [5].
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View on Maashaven and the redeveloping Katendrecht pier, Rotterdam. (© Maurice
Harteveld, 2021).

Rotterdam by mind

Still, instead of a blind focus to the port, and therefore its harbours, I prefer to consider the
resilient and acculturated interrelation of port and city in order to identify port cities as
‘cities’. Thus, I asked the same groups of graduate students to “draw Rotterdam by mind”,
before challenging them to draw the ‘port-city’. In this question, ‘port-city’ was explicitly left
out. This set of mental maps is richer in the kind of objects drawn and still they do relate to
a subconscious image of port cities. Fundamentally, it makes sense that this question
generates more info. Networks of public spaces are more refined outside of the port areas.
Here, we can experience cities very differently and here, we move with different paces. Our
paths are different, our perspectives are different, and our perceptions are different. We can
be informed in various ways. Very fundamental in environmental psychology is the
difference between people who know the city in mediated ways and those who reside there
[6]. We may know the city by heart, or through a novel or other books. We may recall
paintings or online images. We may be informed through a wide variety of social media,
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films and music. Despite a multiplicity of differences between individuals, their mental
maps, the set of drawings show many more elements related to port cities than the ones
introduced before. Remarkably, if the question is less biased, the amount of information
drawn in mental maps increases.

In order to test if the information in the mental maps actually relates to an identity of port
cities, we can study to what extent the drawn objects are tied to the specific port city, and
thus their what we call situational conditions. And, we can relate these elements to
imaginable concepts, which are deriving from the accumulating port city research. In other
words, we can test if what is present in the drawings, may also be indexical in port city
research texts and vice versa. The set of mental maps of Rotterdam reveal for instance
buildings related to long established migrant relations, objects related to global capital, and
nodes and lines related to distribution.

Sample of the ‘Mental Maps of Rotterdam’. (© Maurice Harteveld, 2021).

Beyond biases

This approach builds upon the method of mental mapping as it has been adopted in urban
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design, both in academia and practice, to connect histories of cities to future making [7]. It
can also be seen as a continuation of participatory approaches in urban planning and
policies for development [8]. Yet, it takes into account that what is drawn is “rooted and
influenced by cultural frameworks of experiences”, and what is discovered in the maps
reflects “the biases and values of their beholders” [9].

Rotterdam City Hall at the Coolsingel, a place rich in signs and symbols affirming unique
Port-City relationships. (© Maurice Harteveld, 2021).

Within the PortCityFutures team, the update of the method is being catalysed by
overlapping insights of many colleagues. By uniting among others visual ethnography,
cultural anthropology, human geography, urban sociology, and port economy, the novel
application of mental mapping can help to reveal hidden dimensions of port cities and
understand their complex nature. At a certain point of saturation, new maps may not be
surprising anymore; still, the undrawn is always out there. The intent cannot be complete,
however, to discover maritime mindsets which help us to look beyond the water, docks,
cargo, moving loads, and ships in the future.
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A desire for Port-City union

The challenge particularly lies at the desk of the professionals of today. In their mental
pictures for the future of Rotterdam, port and city remain two dichotomistic entities. This is
enforced in urban governance and the urban design practice.

Following the privatization of the Rotterdam Port Authority in 2004, ‘port’ has been
represented by this entity (private, from juridical perspective) while city has been the
domain of the Municipal Government (public entity). This construct resulted in two very
different approaches towards the design of public space, because each has a full mandate to
design public spaces within the territory. In the ‘city’, considered as compact, the
community and metropolitan scale comes to the fore, whereas in the ‘port’, a larger
peripheral area including active harbors, the public space stays foremost an efficient traffic
machine. This influences the mental maps of others, the general public, and professionals in
training [10]. Still, in the last decade, authorities also acknowledge that the two are
interrelated: “the future of the port goes hand in hand with the future of the city” [11]. They
aim to offer a greater variety of living and working environments “coloured by maritime
activities”, wherein traditional port-activities are gradually substituted by making and
manufacturing [12]. It unfolds a desire to confirm the port-city union.
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Street Art of artist Bart Smeets, at the Boompjeskade, Rotterdam. (© Maurice Harteveld,
2021).

Mapping maritime mindsets in public space

By reviewing public spaces in the proximity of the objects drawn in the mental maps, we can
illustrate the unique port-city characteristics. These may help us to re-understand the age-
old port-city union. Port is everywhere in the city. With a similar approach, we can reveal
identities of port cities in everyday public spaces of any kind, also those not drawn in the
described experiments. Many public spaces in the civic areas have such particular
characteristics. For instance, about every street associates to the water, yet each
emphasises peculiar land-water relationships. Most obviously, riverfronts, docks, inlets,
piers, wharves, embankments, and landings come to the fore, but also, assembled together
in networks, more particles form an urbanised landscape; the delta-shaped estuary of
Rotterdam. Other examples could be given by all those public spaces which serve logistics,
but are integrated in the differentiated, layered, and refined urban fabric of Rotterdam.
Many streets serve the movement of merchandise and people, as, in essence, they have
already done for ages. These are embedded in a lay-out of the distribution network,
including all water-, road-, and railways, but also including a large amount of public pick-up
and transfer points and public transport hubs, and/or mail shipping services and travel
agencies. Multi-scalar reviews of our maps help to explicate relations between nature and
artifice, as well as for example the flows of goods and people. Signs and symbols affirm that
up to the smallest detail [13]. Civic areas reveal much more tangible and intangible
characteristics of the port-city in addition. Perhaps more than do the huge or formally
redeveloped harbour areas. Accepting such undivided images at all levels, and at all places,
deforms our mental maps, and thus the images of the port-city of the future. As
professionals, we may simply need to have an open mind.

Head Image | Blurred aerial view of the Port-City of Rotterdam. (© Maurice Harteveld, from
Landsat/Copernicus, 2021).
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